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[
Time Allotted: 4 Hours

PAPER-'

Full Marks: Ioo

The figures in the margin indicate full marks, Candidates should answer in/heir own words and adhere to rile
, word limit as practicable,

Answer Question No. 1,/our from Group A and any four taking at least
one from Group B, Group C and Group D.

I. if,Answer any ten questions from the following:
/'

~ow that the function f// = 3x2 +8y-3z: can represent 'in electrostanc

#otial in charge free region. f"Jl- "'A) -,...:.cr rs: ,,[\// ,
(b) s pfefield E = 4yl- 2xJ + k electrostatic? How? W

~arting from Biot-Savart law show that V· B ::= O. CS~-
(d) Explai the force on an electric dipole placed within an inhomogeneous

elec ic field.
-,

at the dimension of % is time, & L is inductance and R

~re usefulness of electrical image in solving electrostatic problems. 9
~at is magnetomotive force? What is its unit? QJ 'l.--
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) A charged particle mov.es with, uniform velocity ii = 4£ m1s in a region
where E = 20J ~/m -and .13=Bok wb/m2

• Determin~~~uch that the
velocity of the particle te~ams constant. (Y--

~fA~ri~s ""'" circUi~i~ called ~n acceptor circuit. -Explain, (f)
-(:iVf&'plam the slgn)ficanceofB~ster,:,s angle. 1.(5)
(k) A high tension supply of say 5 kV must have a very large internal

resistance. -Why?

(I) A choke coil in series with a lamp is connected' to a DC line. The lamp is
seen to shine brightly. Insertion of an iron core in the choke causes no
change in the lamp's brightness. Predict the correspondingobservations if
~conriection is to an AC line. .

~)":con~ert Decimal (37.675) to Binary. "V (::)

~lemenl the Boolean function X = AB + ?I C with NAND gates.

(0) Why proper DC biasing is required for a transistor amplifier circuit?

(p) Subtract 110101 fromjf 10110 using 2 's Compliment Scheme.
('.~ .

Group-A

2. (a) A point charge' q' is placed at the centre of a hollow cylinder of radius' a'
and length 'L'. Calculate electric flux through the curved surface of the
cylinder. !

(b) Suppose there is a small splrerical cavity of radius 'rl' within a large sphere
of radius 'r.' carrying uniform charge density p. Show that the field within
the cavity is uniform.

(c) ";'ind the dipole moment about the centre of a uniformly charged disc of
radius 'R' having a surface charge density a.

(d) State and explain Uniqueness theorem.
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a) What are polar and non-polar molecules? !/ 2

(b) Determine the interaction.energy 5etween two electric dipoles of moments 1.'L- 2+1 y 1-
~ and fiz separated by a distance F . Hence find the condition for minimum--- ...~- -- -. -. ~
energy.

_______ 4

(cy.p: point charge +q is placed at a distance a from an infinite earthed>" r "r "'
--/' conducting plane. Show that the total charge induced on the conductor is -q.~ 'It)

(d) State the boundary conditions at the s1.~,ro/e of separation of two dielectric 'LS
media of dielectric constants E\ and E'l,jj/ .

......
. A A / A

point charge 2 Coulomb is located at (4i + 3j~ Sk)

electric field due to it at the point (3f + 4) + Sf) metre.

metre. Find the

(b) Write down the solution to Laplace's equation in spherical polar coordinates
assuming azimuthal symmetry.

(c) Write down the boundary conditions when an uncharged grounded sphere 01

radius a is placed in a uniform field Eo = Eoz .

(d) Assuming the potential of form mentioned in (b) and using the boundary
conditions in (c) show that the dipole moment due to induced charges on the
sphere is p = 4.rra3 EO EoZ .

,5. (a) Establish the continuity equation relating, to the charge density and the
current density at a point in a medium.

(b) Discuss the sensitivity of a Wheatstone bridge in terms of current through
the unknown resistance, positions of galvanometer and battery and internal
resistance of the galvanometer.

(c) State and establish superposition theorem in electrical circuits.
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\ (d) sing above principle to find the-current-through the 6 .0. resistance.
l -

Rl 'R3
4-0hr.n 8 Ohm

r -.'
'C

~ R2VI V2
7

lOV S 6 Ohm -=-6V
+

//
//

'\....,/(), (a) Show that \7 x .if = ] ;" where M is the magnetization and ] m IS the
~ Imagnetization current density. 'Zf1 «:

(b) Examine the possibilities of magnetic field (i) B = 4xt - 3y} - z/~and

~\.ii) fj::--= axi - (a + b) yJ - bzk . --
(d)

••(b)

(c) A long straight conductor caries a current I. Determine the force per unit
length of the conductor when it is placed in a uniform magnetic field. ,?'P. '

A sphere of radius r is so magnetized that its magnetization at any point '>J'i'
(x, y, z) inside it with respect to its centre as origin is given by l.(o

M ::-":(2x.l + 3)i + (4 y2 + 5)J . Find the magnetic pole density pm.
t

What is non-inductive winding?

Show that equivalent inductance of two coils of self inductance Ll, L2 and

mutual inductance M connected in parallel is given by Leq = L] L2 __M2 'I, r~~
L] + L2 + 2M "[2-- .~-----

(c) Show that in an electromagnetic field we can Write E = -V rp - ~~, where )2---

the symbols have usual meanings.
,.! rl-=~;J~l-

~
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(d) A conducting bar of length 1.5 m, fixed at one end, rotates uniformly at the
rate of 500 r.p.m. If a magnetic field of 4 Tesla is applied at right angles to
the plane of rotation of the bar, calculate the e.m.f. induced between the ends
of the bar.

3

£. ~- -'

Group-B

8. (a) What are the differences between voltage resonance and current resonance?
.......:::::.-. __ .--_..__ .:-:.,._ .._---_._-------------_._.- --_.-

(b) Consider two identical, concentric stationary coils arranged at right angles to
each other. They are supplied by AC sources of equal amplitude and

frequency but having a phase difference T(. Show that the resulting
2

magnetic field intensity is constant.

2

2

i

(c) A circuit containing resistance RI, inductor L, and capacitor C, connected in
series gives resonance at the same frequency as the second similar
combination R2, L2 and C2. If two circuits are connected in series, show that
the whole circuit resonate with the same frequency.

(d) A solenoid has L = SOH and R = 30 n. If it is connected to 100 V battery. J
how g wi 1 it take for the current to reach one-half of its final equilibrium

3

ue.

(a) A series LCR circuit is driven by a sinusoidal voltage. Find out the I~;~ 3
instantaneous current and also the value of the current at resonance. ", t, .s->: 2.-,

(b) A charged capacitor C is suddenly connected across a resistor R. Show that '}._ 2
the energy which was stored in the capacitor is now entirely dissipated in R. f-( '1==-,-' 'Ji

(c) Show that when a coil of inductance L and resistance R is attached to two 'L.- 3
terminals at which an e.m.f e = Eo sin ox is maintained, the average rate of

. f . 1 E; R q ~ 1 ~). (
consumption 0 energy IS '2 R2 + w2 L2 . / "2

(d) Why does a shock from the AC mains of 220 V(nns) is more severe than the
shock from the 220 V D.C. mains? ') b

(i)

.---.
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Group-C
lO.(a) The dielectric constant of a gaseous medium is given by

e Ne2 J;K :::--- sz: 1 -+ _.- L 2 /. ,where symbols have their usual
Co moo co; - 0) - JYkO)

meanings. Hence deduce the Sellmeier's dispersion formula and show that
under suitable conditions it reduces to Cauchy's dispersion formula.

2+2

(b) From the expressions of normal dispersion, deduce the group velocity of the
wave inside the medium and explain that the group velocity. is always less
than c (velocity of light in vaccum).

(c) What do you mean by TE, TM waves? Show that TEM waves cannot occur ))P'2.?.-'- 2
.in a hollow guide. 51-- 1-

2- 2

/·l1.(a) Explain why and how Ampere's circuited law for steady
modified in include displacement current.

(b) Show that the equation of continuity is contained in
electromagnetic field equations.

(c) Express Poynting's theorem in the following differential form

, au - -
-+V'·S=Oot

current was '? )
j

5'1 ~I i:-
Maxwells' 4- 4

5~ -rG 3

J-; 'i:'-~

~ t:b....-
Where, S is the Poynting's vector and u is the total electromagnetic energy
density.

Group-D

12.(a) With the help of circuit diagram explain the operation of Zener diode as a 3
voltage regulator.

(b) Draw a circuit diagram of a full wave bridge rectifier using semiconductor 2~ I
diodes. Why one should prefer a bridge rectifier over full wave rectifier
using centre tap transformer? '"

(c) Why is a transistor so called?

2108 6
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(d) Draw a neat circuit diagram of a CE amplifier with voltage divider bias and 2-r 1
draw it's a.c. equivalent circuit.

",/11.(a) Explain the operation of AND gate using transistor only.

r'"
I,

I
I

"-

(b) Convert 4DF hexadecimal to binary numbers.

(c) Using De Morgan's law,

Show that A + B +A +B = A'.

(d) Draw a two-input XOR gate using NOR gates only.

\
J

, (e) In the logic circuit of the following figure, A= 1011 and B= 1101" What is the
output Y? Assuming that OV and 5V represent logic 0 and logic 1
respectively, draw the pulse trains for A, Band Y.

I----y

B----l
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